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According to ATD, U.S. organizations now spend  
$22 billion annually on sales training—an average of 
$1,500 per salesperson. Although that’s a large sum of 
money, it’s an investment most companies will gladly 
make to ensure their sales forces are able to maximize 
every revenue-generating opportunity in ways that 
reflect their organizations’ positioning and values. 

Research shows that the best way to accomplish this 
is by providing salespeople with learning, content, and 
opportunities for collaboration in the flow of work to 
supplement formal training courses. This approach  
(1) accelerates field readiness during the onboarding 
process; (2) supports them with informal content and 
timely coaching during their daily selling activities; and 
(3) enhances their ability to master new knowledge and 
skills as needed. 

That Which Gets  
Measured Gets Managed
Although many L&D professionals succeed in designing 
and implementing quality sales readiness programs, 
many fail to demonstrate the value of these programs to 
senior management—to measure and quantify the return 
on investment (ROI). Without hard numbers to showcase 
the business value of sales readiness programs, 
enablement leaders may find it difficult to obtain 
adequate resources for future programs and ideas. 

Historically, there are three main reasons why sales 
training and readiness organizations have struggled to 
demonstrate their programs’ impact on revenue:

1. Lack of data. 
Until the arrival of Big Data, many companies lacked 
the ability to capture and process the volumes of 
information needed to match specific outcomes with 
discrete training initiatives. To measure the impact of 
training, they often had to rely on anecdotal evidence 
or unsubstantiated correlations.

2. One-size-fits-all training. 
Before the advent of agile readiness systems—
especially ones that bring on-demand readiness 
activities into the flow of work for sales reps— 
organizations required all reps, top performers and 
low performers alike, to participate in one-size-fits-all 
workshops and meetings. This approach made it 
difficult to segment learner populations in order to 
determine which content pieces or programs were 
being accessed by top performers.

3. Time to application. 
With formal training programs, especially those that 
are delivered only periodically (two or three times a 
year), the time lag between learning sessions and 
reps’ application of the new knowledge in customer 
conversations was often so great that nobody could 
honestly say: “Those role-playing exercises at our 
last national meeting produced X and Y business 
outcomes over the next 12 months.” 

https://hbr.org/2017/06/your-sales-training-is-probably-lackluster-heres-how-to-fix-it
https://hbr.org/2017/06/your-sales-training-is-probably-lackluster-heres-how-to-fix-it
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The $22 Billion Question
So the $22 billion question is: “How do you measure  
the impact of a sales readiness program? 

Agile sales readiness platforms make it easier to quantify 
the results of training and coaching, thanks to their 
ability to track reps’ learning progress (or lack thereof). 
For example: let’s say a rep has an important negotiation 
tomorrow. Suddenly, they get a ping on their cell phone. 
It’s a video of their manager saying, “I see you’ve got a 
negotiation tomorrow with XYZ prospect. Why don’t you 
create a quick video of what you plan to say? What’s the 
approach you’re going to use? What are your talking points?”

With one touch, the rep can hit record and create a 
video of what they plan to say, and then send it to 
the manager for feedback. The rep will now walk into 
that negotiation better prepared than they otherwise 
would have been. And because there’s a record of the 
interactions between the rep and manager, you now 
have empirical evidence that supports the value of the 
coaching sessions in the event of a “win.” 

How to Measure
Although agile readiness platforms make ROI 
measurement easier, you can gauge the revenue  
gains produced by any learning program. 

One proven approach is to use discrete training 

methods on different trainee cohorts, measuring 
the results at agreed-upon intervals to determine 
comparative success. This way, you can not only look 
at lagging indicators (deals won or lost), but also drill 
into the process to determine, for example, how quickly 
deals advance in sales cycles or how opportunity 
advancement maps to competency attainment (cold-
calling, pitch delivery, objection handling, etc.) 

This deeper analysis helps you identify the competency 
gaps for underperforming reps so you can focus your 
training on the areas of greatest need. Using separate 
approaches for different groups also neutralizes the 
impact of external influences, since the only “variable”  
is the training method used.

What to Measure
For many organizations, anecdotal evidence isn’t 
enough to justify the investment in sales readiness 
solutions. The good news is that many of the numbers 
you need already exist in your data. They simply need 
to be compared over time as you implement new 
programs. All of these measurements will provide 
empirical before-and-after evidence of revenue changes 
powered by your sales readiness initiatives, including:

• Time to first deal (for new reps). Decreasing the 
time to achieve full productivity means that your 
cost of hiring goes down and your first-year revenue 
per salesperson goes up.

How did investing in sales training technology affect revenue growth?

50% CERTIFICATION 
ACCELERATION

reps prepared to sell a  
key drug in half the time 

55% FASTER NEW REP 
PRODUCTIVITY

new rep time to first deal 
decreased from 9 months  

to 5 months

$1.6M REVENUE  
INCREASE

attributed to the first year of  
their sales learning and 

readiness program
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https://www.allego.com/platform-services/agile-sales-readiness-platform/
https://p.allego.com/Gs0Pe_ZF1ITF
https://p.allego.com/Gs0Pe_ZF1ITF
https://www.allego.com/blog/reducing-time-first-deal-sales-learning-coaching-technology/
https://www.allego.com/blog/reducing-time-first-deal-sales-learning-coaching-technology/
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• Average selling price (ASP). If you close 500 deals 
annually with an ASP of $50,000, increasing that 
number by even two percent will produce a revenue 
impact of $500,000.

• Average contract value (ACV). Similar to ASP, ACV 
increases reflect a steadier stream of revenue. Here, 
even a small percentage increase can have a huge 
revenue impact.

• Number (or percentage) of reps who make quota. 
Although other metrics provide a more precise 
measurement of financial impact, an increase 
in quota attainment often leads to greater job 
satisfaction and lower employee turnover.

• Number of per capita deals per fiscal period. 
Another rough number, but the number of per capita 
deals, especially while maintaining or increasing your 
ASP, is a clear reflection of employee productivity.

Attrition is another key indicator because it’s closely 
related to sales success, and becomes an expensive 
problem when it’s too high. A major cause of attrition 
is a lack of engagement, an increasingly important 
challenge for geographically dispersed sales forces. 
By better engaging your reps with improved sales 
readiness activities, you can enhance performance  
and reduce attrition substantially.

A Case in Point
A global therapeutic medical device manufacturer had just 
instituted a steep increase in revenue targets for the 
year. To meet the new quotas, the sales readiness team 
wanted to replicate the behavior of its top-performing reps 
among the middle- and bottom-performing salespeople. 

They started by reinforcing their training with daily 
micro-learning exercises sent on an automated cadence 
through the Allego platform. Then, to facilitate better 
knowledge sharing, they enlisted the company’s clinical 
application specialists to create short instructional 
videos: “Here’s how I speak to this. Here’s how this top 
salesperson handles this objection, and here’s how 
another top salesperson articulates this product’s value.” 

Soon, the middle and bottom performers were accessing 
the videos before walking into calls, absorbing how the 
top performers were articulating different things. 

By year’s end, the sales readiness team was able to 
show a 40 percent increase in sales performance in 
the middle- and bottom-performing regions. Just as 
important, the team was able to verify that those middle 
and bottom performing reps were actually accessing 
this content. They were getting data back from sales 
reps saying, “I accessed this one video from Mary, a  
top performer, and it really pushed the deal over the line. 
I was able to close more business because of it.”
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https://www.allego.com/blog/how-tableau-uses-data-to-improve-sales-training-roi/
https://p.allego.com/Gs0Pe_ZF1IGF
https://www.allego.com/industries/life-sciences/
https://www.allego.com/industries/life-sciences/
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Allego’s agile learning and readiness platform elevates performance by 
combining training, practice, coaching and knowledge sharing into one app, 
streamlined for the wealth management industry. With Allego, advisors 
onboard faster, confidently deliver the right messaging, rapidly adopt best 
practices, as well as coach, practice, and collaborate more broadly among 
peers and the home office. Find out more at www.allego.com.

Allego provides:

• The only agile sales readiness platform, supporting 
learning, content, and collaboration in the flow of work.

• Standard and live certifications that demonstrate 
both rote knowledge and the utilization of it in live 
selling situations.

• Spaced learning reinforcement to ensure that 
learning is internalized and used over time rather 
than learned once and forgotten.

• Both formal and ad hoc, point-in-time coaching 
between reps and their managers to hone skills or 
prepare for selling situations.

• The ability for salespeople, subject matter experts, 
sales leaders and others to easily create content 
from virtually any device.

• The ability to share feedback or gather insights from 
peers, and obtain access to just-in-time content so 
reps are always up-to-date—anytime and anywhere.

• An intuitive, mobile-first user experience with online 
and offline access.

With Allego, you can help your sales teams accelerate 
revenue growth by improving training effectiveness 
and expanding support for reps in their everyday selling 
activities. You can also eliminate unnecessary costs by 
enabling reps to receive high-impact training in the field 
rather than at HQ or offsite meetings, and reduce risk 
by ensuring that they’ve got the message nailed before 
they take it to prospects.

Allego Makes It Easy to Justify Your Investment in Sales Training
Creating and demonstrating a healthy ROI for your sales readiness efforts requires not only careful planning and 
execution, but also the right software to help you get it done. Allego’s sales readiness solution is designed  
to help you achieve optimal results in each area described in this business brief. 

http://www.allego.com

